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except for a couple of warning mark-ups

but some pictures are re-orientated, see PS

To:Spire Project

From: John Delderfield

QM DRCU INTEGRATION

At this Tuesday’s ESA meeting, in addition to the long-identified need for all interface connectors to be

present, we noted that Astrium had accepted the units could be accommodated mechanically (actually

subject to some ongoing negotiation on power lead length as I now recall) but asked the question as to

whether the units could mate with flight type SVM cryoharness and warm harness.

The three sheets that follow lead me to conclude that integration is possible and practicable.

John

P.S.   Attached sheets in version 2 of this note show units orientated as per this panel view:



Use J2 wire
for J1 and
swop on DPU
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Let this bend cut corner and with lower height of unit
check that J17 and J19 will reach across to QM posn.
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FOR QM1, as FCU
is non-redundant, we
can mate P30 to J29
and P32 to J31 if
necessary.

Shows matuing P02 into J01
and run as if redundant in DPU.
(This swop could be done on DPU
end alternatively.)

CCCCOOOONNNNCCCCLLLLUUUUSSSSIIIIOOOONNNN::::    AAAASSSS    FFFFAAAARRRR    AAAASSSS    TTTTHHHHEEEE    DDDDCCCCUUUU    IIIISSSS    CCCCOOOONNNNCCCCEEEERRRRNNNNEEEEDDDD,,,,    TTTTHHHHEEEE    QQQQMMMM1111    CCCCAAAANNNN    UUUUSSSSEEEE    TTTTHHHHEEEE    SSSSAAAAMMMMEEEE
    CCCCAAAABBBBLLLLEEEESSSS    AAAASSSS    TTTTHHHHEEEE    FFFFMMMM,,,,    PPPPRRRROOOOVVVVIIIIDDDDEEEEDDDD    SSSSLLLLIIIIGGGGHHHHTTTT    SSSSIIIIDDDDEEEEWWWWAAAAYYYYSSSS    SSSSHHHHIIIIFFFFTTTT    OOOONNNN    LLLLIIIINNNNKKKKSSSS    11113333----11116666    iiiissss    OOOOKKKK....

Blue shows additional
connectors requested of
CEA on blanking panels for
EMC and cable storage.

Ref Hole

Ref Hole

MMMMAAAAPPPPPPPPIIIINNNNGGGG    OOOOFFFF    DDDDCCCCUUUU    CCCCOOOONNNNNNNNEEEECCCCTTTTOOOORRRRSSSS    FFFFRRRROOOOMMMM    FFFFLLLLTTTT    TTTTOOOO    QQQQMMMM....



Pretending its
redundant

Need to route FM harness so
fits both  layouts of
J17, J19 and J29

Blue shows additional
connectors requested of
CEA on blanking panels for
EMC and cable storage.

Ref. hole.Ref. hole.

MMMMAAAAPPPPPPPPIIIINNNNGGGG    OOOOFFFF    FFFFCCCCUUUU    CCCCOOOONNNNNNNNEEEECCCCTTTTOOOORRRRSSSS    FFFFRRRROOOOMMMM    FFFFLLLLTTTT    TTTTOOOO    QQQQMMMM....
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